
The injured driver is usually not informed how he can effectively protect 

himself and his vehicle from marten.

Dog hair and convents are usually better known than the effective defence 

measures of waterproof ultrasound and high-voltage brushes.

K&K supports with various advertising materials in education and marketing.

Simply informed. Simply sold. Simply installed.

Because they do not know 

how to protect themselves

Clarification on 

marten defence 

at the POS

The possibilities...



For internal use.

Hiding place:  The engine compartment is a popular hiding place for martens. The heat, which is frequently believed to play a role, 

is not a factor here.

Exploring:  Martens explore their environment with their teeth. They bite through cables, tubes and gaskets.

Territorial battles: When martens smell the scent of a rival, they become extremely aggressive. Therefore, vehicles which are frequently 

parked in varying “marten territories” are at particular risk.

Why do they bite?

When to use ultrasound or high voltage?
Ultrasound: For “headstrong” martens
Martens find the sound unpleasant and avoid it.

The benefits of K&K devices: 

· Pulsating sinusoidal ultrasound waves (inaudible to humans)

· At varying intervals to avoid a habituation effect

· Imitates animals’ warning cries, therefore a particularly 

  effective deterrent

· 360° dome speaker - all-round protection

· Enclosed, fully sealed speaker →

  Industry-leading waterproofing enables low-level 

  installation and withstands engine washes  

The benefits of K&K devices: 

· Approved for all engine generations 

· Soft start-up - slow start at low power level

· Do not affect the vehicle electronics 

· Do not require connection to terminal 15, as device is used

  independently

· Increased safety due to bonnet safety switch with quick discharge 

· Battery monitor protects against full car battery discharge

High voltage: „Those who don’t want to listen, 

find out the hard way”.
For older martens (poor of hearing) or aggressive animals 

(territorial battles), high voltage is recommended. 

Marten defense 

General information and benefits

To understand better how to protect vehicles from marten damage, you have to know what makes 

martens cause the damage:

The stand-up display - DIN A4

Facilitate the sale by precalculated

installation prices. To simplify the sale at the

service pointor as a letter supplement.

As editable PDF with different device variants.

available:

- in the Volkswagen InfoNet

- about your request to info@kuk-marderabwehr.de

The sticker - DIN A5 long

Sticks static and residue-free on all

materials. Bring the theme to the showroom,

to the service point, etc.

available:

- as a supplement to this letter

- via your OTLG

(part of the advertising package Z 250-120-WPM-AR)

- over the field service of the manufacturer

- about your request to info@kuk-marderabwehr.de

The possibilities.

Clarification on marten defence at the POS

The information sheet - DIN A5

All important information from

"Why do they bite?" right down to the

device characteristics. Compact 

provided for internal use.

available:

- as a supplement to this letter

- via your OTLG

(part of the advertising package Z 250-120-WPM-AR)

- over the field service of the manufacturer

- about your request to info@kuk-marderabwehr.de

The marten.

Cute, nocturnal and snappy.

Thanks to us only cute.

** Incl. installation.

000-054-650-J

M2700* - The perfect one.

Through the combination of ultrasound and high 
voltage, this device also offers protection against 
particularly aggressive martens and in case of 
territorial battles.
The M4700B with multi contact high voltage brushes,
for a voltage release also through the insulating fur.

The device includes a bonnet safety switch which immediately 
discharges the brushes when the hood is opened.

M4700B* - The intense.

000-054-651-A

* For almost all Volkswagen models.

The waterproof ultraspound device

Ultrasound waves spread like light. The larger the 
radiation  angle, the wider the cone of sound and 
thus the radius of effect.
The M2700 achieves an effective all-round sound 
with its dome speaker.

     €**

     €**

The marten.

Cute, nocturnal and snappy.

Thanks to us only cute.

Which product for which application? 

· THE recommendation for ultrasound

· Full waterproofing ensures lower 

  installation –   thus creating a “sound carpet”

· Ultrasound radiates like light and sound shadows can be avoided 

  already during installation

High-voltage combined devices:

Pre-treatment
Remove territorial markings
Before successful application of a marten deterrent, remove scent markers using 

scent remover 000300 or by carrying out an engine wash. 

Marten defense  

Products and their application areas

Ultrasound devices: 

For internal use.

M2700 - 000-054-651-A

Which product for which application? Which product for which application? Which product for which application? 

M8700 - 000-054-650-E

· Standalone battery operation (AA batteries) 

· Can also be used outside the engine compartment (carports)

· Suitable even for short-term use - e.g. rental cars

M7500 - 000-054-650-H

· The special device to avoid animal footprints on paintwork

· Is attached to the bonnet and uses it as a resonance body to 

   also issue the ultrasound to the exterior.

M4700B - 000-054-650-J

· THE recommendation due to new brush technology

· +/- high voltage also penetrates the insulating fur

· Wider sound range and ambient-independent installation are guaranteed

· Bonnet safety switch with quick discharge included

M9700 - 000-054-650-K - (Battery variant with brushes)

· Also suitable for vehicles not in constant use (convertibles, 

vintage cars, camper vans)

 
M4700 - 000-054-650-F 

· The predecessor of M4700B with all the benefits except for the +/- brushes

· This device uses 6 sliding stainless steel plates  

 
M5700N - 000-054-650-G

· 6x Ultrasound (integrated in the six high-voltage satellites)

· allows a wide dispersion of sound in wide engine compartments

  (SUV, transporter)

** Incl. installation.

000-054-650-J

M2700* - The perfect one.

Through the combination of ultrasound and high 
voltage, this device also offers protection against 
particularly aggressive martens and in case of 
territorial battles.
The M4700B with multi contact high voltage brushes,
for a voltage release also through the insulating fur.

The device includes a bonnet safety switch which immediately 
discharges the brushes when the hood is opened.

M4700B* - The intense.

000-054-651-A

* For almost all Volkswagen models.

The waterproof ultraspound device

Ultrasound waves spread like light. The larger the 
radiation  angle, the wider the cone of sound and 
thus the radius of effect.
The M2700 achieves an effective all-round sound 
with its dome speaker.

     €**

     €**

The marten.

Cute, nocturnal and snappy.

Thanks to us only cute.

Sample pictures from our marten shooting..
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Which product for which application? Which product for which application? Which product for which application? 
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particularly aggressive martens and in case of 
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The M4700B with multi contact high voltage brushes,
for a voltage release also through the insulating fur.
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M4700B* - The intense.
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Ultrasound waves spread like light. The larger the 
radiation  angle, the wider the cone of sound and 
thus the radius of effect.
The M2700 achieves an effective all-round sound 
with its dome speaker.

Sample pictures from our marten shooting..

You also need support in marketing?

Your marketing department needs press texts, pictures or other data?

Do you have ideas for social media posts?

Please contact kommunikations@kuk-handelsgesellschaft.de

We are open to your concerns and suggestions and are happy to help.

Your logo

The marten. 

Cute, nocturn
al and snapp

y.

Thanks to us
 only cute.

It is not, as often suspected, the heat of a vehicle just parked, which attracts the 

nocturnal marten. The engine compartment just offers a good possibility to hide

and the marten explores his environment through biting.

In addition to this, the marten leaves scents on his visits. If now a rival scents these 

marks, he will act particularly aggressive in the enginge compartment.

Ultrasound, which is not audible to humans, is very unpleasant for marten. 

Because of this they avoid ultrasound. Pulsating sinusoidal ultrasound tones, which 

are modeled on the warning cries of the animals are particularly effective.

Those who refuse to follow rules shall feel the consequences!

Older martens or very aggressive animals can sometimes only be driven away by 

electric shock. Therefore the additional use of high voltage is recommended to

provide even more protection.

We are happy t
o help.

The individual possibilities.

The 3D-Dummy - DIN A4

High-quality acrylic glass stand with base

and original housing M4700B and brush contact.

This is the best way to explain waterproof dome speakers

and +/- brush strands.

available:

- over the field service of the manufacturer

- about your request to info@kuk-marderabwehr.de

Free addition with corresponding order.

See attached order form.

The Individual Flyer - 1,000 pieces DIN long

Facilitate the sale by precalculated Installation prices. 

You specify the prices and device selection, K&K inserts

your logo and prints according to your specifications.

Suitable for contribution, as a bill supplement, mailing et al.

available:

- Sample copy as a supplement to this letter

- over the field service of the manufacturer

- about your request to info@kuk-marderabwehr.de

Free addition with corresponding order.

See attached order form.

incl. your logo

Why martens are afraid of us.
So far marten defence equipment had to be installed splash-proof

in the engine compartment. The waterproof K&K devices with

closed dome speakers can now be installed far below at the entry 

points of the marten - there, where he would like to penetrate 

the engine compartment.

The waterproof ultrasonic device M2700* with 360˚ radiation angle!

Ultrasonic waves spread like light. The larger the radiation angle,

the wider the cone of sound and thus the radius of action. The M2700

achieves an effective all-round sound due to its dome speaker.

Our recommendations:

For particularly aggressive animals and in case of territorial fights, the additional

use of high voltage is recommended.

High voltage. Very close!
The world first for best defence. 

The waterproof M4700B* has 6 adjustable +/- brush strands,

which penetrate even the insulating "fur barrier" and also 

allow an optimal engine compartment adjustment.

** Incl. installation.* For almost all Volkswagen models.

000-054-650-J 

000-054-651-A 

xx € **

xx € **

Sample pictures from our marten shooting..

More possibilities.



* For the design of the flyer please send your printable logo to: verwaltung@kuk-handelsgesellschaft.de

   You will soon receive a first design draft for viewing.

Customer number    Date     Signature

Contact person for the design of the flyer  Mail address    Phone number

We would like to use the following advertising material (please tick only one variant):

O 3D-Dummy for article M4700B   O 1,000 flyers DIN long*

Because they do not know 

how to protect themselves

Clarification on 

marten defence 

at the POS

When selecting flyers, specify not only the quantity ordered but also the devices to be advertised (select a maximum of 2 device 

types):

O M2700 for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-651-A

O M8700 for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-E

O M7500 for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-H

O M5700N for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-G

O M4700 for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-F

O M4700B for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-J

O M9700 for the price of  ___________  O incl. installation      O plus installation quantity ordered: ____________

    000-054-650-K

free add-on:

1,000 advertising flyers or 1 x 3D dummy if you take 10 high-voltage devices M4700 / M4700B / M5700N / M9700 or

20 ultrasonic devices M2700 / M8700 / M7500
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